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C E L E B R A T I N G  S P R I N G !

After an icy cold and wet winter it is with wonderful relief that we welcome the coming of
Spring!  This issue brings you a snapshot of spring flowers in the Sanctuary, shares how
children are learning hands-on conservation, and presents gleanings from around the globe.
Our full length piece is by long-time Noordhoek resident Catherine Pagani, who shares her
beautiful and heartbreaking portrayal of witnessing wildlife in her garden, and why our big
trees and big birds are important and under threat.
So shake off the winter blues and head outside into the sunshine today to celebrate the
Spring Equinox. Then settle down and enjoy our latest offering!

Happy Spring Day!
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If you haven't had a chance to drive up the West Coast to visit the flowers, take a
walk in the Chapman's Peak Nature Sanctuary and enjoy the beautiful display of
spring flowers on our doorstep! Here is a snapshot of what is currently in flower. 

T H E  S A N C T U A R Y  I N  B L O O M

I M A G E S

Top: Jordaaniella dubia (strandvygie)(Photo: Tessa Oliver)
Middle Left: Dimorphotheca pluvialis (Cape daisy, reenblommetjie) (Photo: Tessa Oliver)
Bottom Left: Oxalis obtusa (yellow-eyed oxalis)

Dimorphotheca pluvialis - Cape daisy,
reenblommetjie
The Afrikaans name says it all - we’ve had lots of rain
and now these “rain flowers” are all over the flatter
areas of the Peninsula. The flowers open in the day
and the heads move to follow the sun. Pollinated by
small flies etc. Found from southern Namibia to the
Gouritz River.

Oxalis obtusa - yellow-eyed oxalis
A close relative of the yellow-flowered “soursuck”,
this species has tiny leaves and a flower with orange
petals with a yellow centre. There are more than 200
species of Oxalis. 

By Rob Anderson
Photo's by author unless stated otherwise



I M A G E S

Spring flowers in bloom at Chapmans Peak Nature Sanctuary. 
From Top to Bottom: Microloma sagittatum (wax creeper, bokhorinkies)(Photo: Tessa Oliver), Colpoon
compressum (Cape sumach), Salvia aurea (beach Salvia, strandsalie), Gladiolus carinatus (sandpypie).
 

Microloma sagittatum - wax creeper, bokhorinkies 
A climber with small, deep pink, complex flowers
that are pollinated by sunbirds. The unripe seed
pods were an important San food. Found in the
Northern, Western and Eastern Cape. 

Colpoon compressum - Cape sumach 
A small tree that grows on dunes and hill-slopes
from the Northern Cape to Kosi Bay in KZN.
Unusual in that it can parasitize other trees (via
roots) or grow on its own. The inconspicuous
flowers are pollinated by a range of insects and the
berries, once a useful food for coastal dwellers, are
enjoyed by birds, spreading the seeds. Flowers and
fruits are present for much of the year.

Salvia aurea - beach Salvia, strandsalie 
A showy, aromatic shrub, with nectar-rich flowers
that attract insects and birds. The shrub has many
medicinal uses (coughs, colds, abdominal troubles,
etc.). From Namaqualand to Port Alfred. An
excellent species for coastal gardens and rockeries.

Gladiolus carinatus - sandpypie
A geophyte growing on flat, sandy areas. Flowers
from July to September. 



...this awakens a kind of
activism within the

children’s hearts, which is
so crucial in our present
state of Mother Earth’s

degradation.

A short update on how things have been going
with our little initiative in Noordhoek. 

Since our last Newsletter earlier this year we
have teamed up with NEAG more officially and
we got involved in putting up the owl box and
bat box in the Chapman’s Peak Nature
Sanctuary. This was a wonderful experience for
the children as they not only  participated with
a proactive conservation organisation in
installing these boxes, but they also researched
and wrote the information boards for both
boxes themselves! I feel this awakens a kind of
activism within the children’s hearts, which is
so crucial in our present state of Mother
Earth’s degradation.

N A T U R E L O R E  -  E D U C A T I O N  I N  N O O R D H O E K

I M A G E S

Top, Above Right & Overleaf: Children in the Call of the Wild
Programme assisting NEAG in the installation of an owl box and a
bat box in the Chapmans Peak Nature Sanctuary. (Photos: Rein
Buyze & Ceinwen Smith)

By Rein Buyze



Noordhoek is a wonderful example of how a suburb can be managed with
essential natural habitat being left intact - but it is a constant battle and
I’m glad that our children at least are becoming aware of that!

Call of the Wild Programme, by The Naturelore Institute.

For more information visit:
www.callofthewildcamps.co.za

Over and above his work as a teacher Rein’s commitment to social transformation in South
Africa and his deep attachment to working creatively with children has seen him combining
his talents and boundless energy, with his love of the outdoors. Rein has been leading
initiatives with children in the outdoor environment for the last 15 years.

About the Author

Rein Buyze completed his secondary schooling in the International
School, Eindhoven, Netherlands. After completing a BSc degree in
Physics at Strathclyde University, he then studied Steiner Waldorf
Education at the University of Plymouth, specialising in Outdoor
Education. In 2004 he moved to South Africa, where he helped
establish Steiner schools in Hermanus, McGregor and then
Stellenbosch.

Today Rein designs and leads extra mural activities, outdoor adventure camps for schools
and craft and bushskills programs throughout Southern Africa. His infectious love of nature
and experience in the field of education brings much joy and value to children and adults
alike.

http://www.callofthewildcamps.co.za/


Here and there in our valley, some tall
remnants of another era are still standing,
against all odds. Mostly old blue gums and
Monterey cypresses, these trees remain
homes to whole colonies of birds,
particularly the big birds. These bird hotels
represent a hotly contested and dwindling
habitat as human occupation intensifies and
the old trees are cut down one by one to
make way for yet more housing, an improved
view, or because they are not indigenous.

B I G  B I R D S  A N D  B I G  T R E E S
By Catherina Pagani

I M A G E S

Top: Huge Oak Tree (Photo: RegalShave, Canva)
Above Right: The female Black sparrowhawk in the author's Natal fig tree, Ficus natalensis (Photo: Catherine
Pagani).

Three years ago one of these old giants next door to me was cut down. Flocks of
distressed, homeless birds circled for countless evenings until well after dark in search of
new roosting places. The drama and disruption was evident as they had to fight and
displace other birds to be able to settle. For the black sparrowhawks, the nearest best pick
for a new home was a tree over my parking space and entrance – exactly the tree I had
planned to cut because it was destroying my drains and septic tank. From there, they had
privileged access to my neighbours’ chicken run and the guinea fowl that passed through
every afternoon. 



They duly moved in and – to
my consternation – started

a family.

They duly moved in and – to my
consternation – started a family. I could
not possibly take the tree down now.
Throughout the summer, as the hawks
hunted to feed their offspring, daily
showers of feathers from their prey drifted
down from the nest over my entrance. It
was a messy business and left me with
mixed feelings. The hawks were pretty
crafty at keeping out of sight, but I finally
managed to take some photos, and
discovered that one of the birds was
ringed. We sent the images to the Black
Sparrowhawk Project, who were delighted
to learn that this bird was still around – a
male who had been marked as an adult in
2011. An experienced survivor. Meanwhile,
the young hawks were learning to fly and
their parents started teaching them to
hunt. There were some dramatic scenes of
trial and error, but the two young birds
soon became dashing and proficient. One
fine afternoon one of them came swooping
around the corner of the house in hot
pursuit of a dove, and crash-landed in a
tree right in front of me, taking my breath
away. The intensity of its gaze instantly
rubbished any notion that this being was
somehow less sentient or aware than a
human. On the contrary! 

I M A G E S

Top Right: The veteran ringed Black sparrowhawk in the author's huge Natal ficus tree, Ficas natalensis (Photo:
Catherina Pagani)

Then, in that awesome quiet during the
first few weeks of lockdown, I spent a lot
of time getting the garden ready for
winter. I discovered that a pair of eagle
owls had started passing their days in the
next tree over from the hawks. I was
captivated by the way they kept their
sleeping faces turned towards the pale
winter light, like sunflowers. I was also
intrigued by the behaviour of the other
birds around them. Sometimes white eyes
would swarm around them, chirping.
Drongos and doves would mysteriously
congregate near them. The guinea fowls
would go into full frantic alarm mode,
leaving the owls stoically unimpressed.
The real menace came from the crows,
who harassed and even attacked them.
The crows were also after the young
hawks, who would fly past like bullets,
pursued by a whole murderous pack of
crows, sometimes resulting in terrifying
aerial battles. 



What does an owl see? In
what way does their sense

of self differ from ours?

I tried to imagine the sensations of this
nocturnal flight, the rushing air, the
ground below, the vast space of the night...
What does an owl see? In what way does
their sense of self differ from ours? After
watching them closely for weeks, I started
to see that the perceived difference may
be just one more construct of our culture
and thinking. Their sense of self is likely to
be similar to ours, despite living in a very
different form with other capabilities and
requirements. An owl is certainly acutely
aware of everything in its surroundings –
its life depends on this. It notices every
change and event, every new road or house
being built, every plot being bulldozed,
each tree being felled. They see us, and
everything we do. As their home range
gradually succumbs to an extremely
rampant and destructive species, they have
to constantly adapt and retreat to the
shrinking marginal spaces where the
competition with other displaced species
is increasingly fierce, like a border camp
for refugees. 

I M A G E S

Top Right: The pair of Eagle owls, the larger female is on the right. (Photo: Catherine Pagani)
Bottom Right: The tail end of the Eagle owl's 'yoga session', just before take-off. (Photo: Catherine Pagani)

Soon after sunset, the owls would come
to life. As they awoke they would begin
an elaborate yoga ritual, assuming
dramatic postures as they preened and
stretched their necks, wings, then legs,
right down to their formidable talons,
fanning and fluffing their wing and tail
feathers as they hooted softly to each
other. I even saw them yawn. Then, as the
light slowly faded, they would open their
eyes wide and start their intense scrutiny
of everything that moved in the air or on
the ground – other birds flying home to
roost, the neighbour doing her last round
for the chickens, the guinea fowl filing
past, and me spying on them. All in
preparation for an amazing, completely
silent take off into the dusk. 



In Europe people are re-
wilding their gardens. I

guess they have noticed that
something is missing. 

Eventually the point is reached where the
odds are just too great, as the conditions
necessary for raising the next generation
finally vanish. I watched this happen to the
dikkops. For eight years in a row, my
resident pair tried with all their might to
raise a single precious chick. Every year,
their chick was eventually killed overnight
by domestic cats, despite the heroic
efforts of its parents. I would hear their
frantic screams as they tried to keep the
cats away from their chick’s hiding place.
The morning after one of these tragedies, I
found the parents standing like statues
behind the house. I walked right up to
them, but they were completely unable to
move from shock and grief. The following
year the cats finally got the mum too. For
two more seasons, I could still hear the
mating call of the male, ever more distant.
Hopefully, he has found a female out there
somewhere. Now there are no dikkops left
in this area. Is this what local extinction
looks like? 

I M A G E S

Top Right: A spotted thick-knee (dikkop), Burhinus capensis. (Photo: Wikipedia)

In Europe people are re-wilding their
gardens. I guess they have noticed that
something is missing. A recent report from
Germany referred to an estimated 100
million birds per year killed by smashing
into the glass surfaces of high-rise
buildings, in addition to those lost to
intensive farming and the draining of
wetlands. Up to 90 per cent of some
species are now gone. I find it deeply
shocking that it has taken all this time and
such a staggering number of deaths for the
alarm to be raised. What about the
hundreds of dead birds that must have
been lying daily on pavements around
these buildings for years and years? How
did this become normalised? Animal rights
groups are finally gaining momentum in
raising awareness about the criminal
treatment of farm animals, while the fate
of the wild creatures teetering on the edge
remains largely invisible, or is purposely
ignored as we brutally colonise their
territory and food range. Any concerns are
conveniently dismissed with the
assumption that they will simply adapt or
move elsewhere. For the wild creatures
that find themselves stranded in places
undergoing ‘development’, the reality is
very different. 



About the Author

Catherina is an accomplished ceramicist who has lived in Noordhoek for more
than 30 years. She planted all the trees on her smallholding herself, and has
been rewilding her garden over the past six years.

So what can I do for them? I can see them
and pay attention. I can talk about them,
take pictures and send them to others. I
can try to make them more visible. I can
plead with people not to cut down big
trees. I can find out more about them and
embrace them as fellow residents in my
garden. This all seems pathetically
inadequate in the face of the huge grinding
machine of human priorities and purpose.

For our sanity, our spirit and the world
itself, it is urgently necessary to break
with the perception that puts human
priorities at the centre, which has led to
the crisis that now threatens the existence
of us all. Big birds need big trees.
Anywhere such a tree is cut down, alien or
not, an enormous piece of remaining
habitat is lost overnight. It takes at least

40 years to replace it with something
vaguely equivalent, and most of us will not
live to see it at its best. While it is true
that some old trees become less healthy
and more hazardous over time, it is worth
considering all of this before the
chainsaws arrive. The true spirits of our
valley are the wild creatures that were
here long before us. The hawks, the owls,
the porcupines, the guinea fowl, the mouse
birds and so many others. We need to start
seeing them and making every effort to
invent and practice new ways of
cohabitation, before all is lost. For our
grandchildren, no amount of online
imagination can replace a close encounter
with one of these spirits.

The true spirits of our valley are the wild creatures that
were here long before us.

We need to start seeing them...



G L E A N I N G S
By Rob Anderson

A collection of facts and opinions presented so briefly that even a young
person might read them. 

 
Glean v. 1 acquire (facts, etc.) in small amounts. 2 gather (corn left by
reapers). French. (The Pocket Oxford Dictionary). 

All money needs energy. Notes and coins need
paper, metal, transport etc. It turns out that
when everything is taken into account, such
“hard currency” uses about 40% more energy
than cards and ATMs (even though the latter are
almost always switched on). Cryptocurrencies,
however, are sustained on massive computer
systems that use about six times the energy of
cards and ATMs. And if you want privacy, the old
notes and coins are best. (Financial Times 18 July
2021). They offer no advice on how to make the
money.  

The Carbon Cost of Money

Author Simon Kuper (Financial Times 24/25 July
2021) notes that suburbs outside London have
been revitalized because many people who used
to spend hours commuting to and from the city
now work from home and participate in the
daily life of their suburb/village. One example is
a man who has replaced hours of daily travel
with looking after the local cricket pitch and
team. Another is Kuper’s childhood suburb,
which subsequently became a de-personalised

Has Covid made Noordhoek more sociable?

commuter enclave but now has a sense of community that invokes a comparison with
the Beatles’ “Penny Lane”. He calls it “the revival of neighbourhoods”.

My estate-agent sister confirms that Noordhoek is attracting people from the city and
many are even looking for homes that can accommodate several generations of the
family. That is a remarkable change and a good thing! Now if we can just persuade them
to join NEAG and the NRPA and to help us keep Noordhoek the sort of place that
attracted them here in the first place… 



Eight glasses of water a day? Nonsense, as it turns out.
A podcast by Dr Jen Gunter sets the record straight.
That’s about the total amount of water we need each
day – from everything we take in, and just about all of
that contains some water. It’s a myth that was
cultivated by the sports drink industry (themselves
guilty of some fact-bending “research”) and by the
bottled-water industry. Bottom line – drink when you
are thirsty. (Spotify: “How much water do you actually
need a day”. Body Stuff.)

Drink when you are thirsty

‘Day zero’ drought in Gauteng, our economic hub
Collapse of the maize crop and cattle industry leading to food scarcity and
human displacement to cities
Prolonged, unprecedented heat-waves, increases in fires 
Intense tropical cyclones and flooding in our eastern regions
Mental health deterioration, especially amongst the youth

Here are some of the predictions for South Africa:

Any climate-change denialists out there?

The latest (sixth) IPCC report (some 4000
pages of it) is absolutely clear: global climate
change is happening, and our greenhouse
gases are the cause. Anyone who watches TV
or reads the news must be aware of the fires,
floods and exceptional storms all over the
world. Now the science can explain why – and
it can no longer be dismissed or questioned. 

A burning issue – our last gasp of CO2
In an unusually sombre mood, I got to thinking
about the carbon cost of getting rid of human
remains. According to “Carbon Counter” in the
Financial Times, a polished granite headstone
imported into Europe from the East adds more than
30 kg of CO2 to other carbon costs. We mine
granite in SA, so we’d get a carbon discount here.
But if you are not into wasting space, note that a
gas-fueled cremation generates about 150 kg of
carbon dioxide. An “electric” cremation generates
about half of that, and renewable electricity
generates about a fifth. 



Disclaimer: The author is vaccinated, wears a mask in public, washes his hands
regularly and declares his contempt for conspiracy theories. He never
stockpiled toilet paper and believes he is a reasonable and reasoning person,
although he made pineapple beer for a few weeks in 2020. 

I see that in Cape Town one undertaker offers a
water-based cremation, using some heat and a
chemical solution, and they use the phrase “a
green death”. A real greenie will of course go for
the traditional method used in the Tibetan
highlands: the body is hacked into pieces and fed
to the vultures. Not only is this carbon-neutral,
but one gains some good karma by feeding the
birds. However, a quick web search shows this is
not available in the Western Province. Who says
there are no business opportunities left? 

A recent review of lessons from the pandemic (in
Daily Maverick) reveals that sterilising your
groceries and other items in case they carry
covid viruses is pretty much a waste of time. Yes
- hand washing and masks are important because
they work, but the studies that reported viruses
surviving for days on plastic, metal and
cardboard were based on completely unrealistic
viral loads.

The New Cleaning Mania

This made me wonder about those TV reports showing workers in hazmat suits spraying
clouds of disinfectant into city streets. Is that really doing anything? And where do all
those toxic disinfectant chemicals go? I fear for us all. 

A burning issue...continued
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Thank you for reading, we hope you enjoyed the content!
If you would like to support these publications please

consider donating via our website:
 

https://neag.org.za/support-us/
 

A big thank you to all our contributing authors for this
issue.

 
We welcome article contributions to our newsletter so

please get in touch.
 

neag.info@gmail.com
 

All views expressed in this newsletter are those of the
authors and do not necessarily represent the views of

NEAG.


